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TRADE CREDIT INSURANCE

If your business regularly extends credit to customers,

you may be at risk of those customers failing to or

being unable to pay in difficult economic times. Unless

you demand “up front” payment OR are covered by

trade credit insurance, such situations make you

vulnerable to bad debt.

Trade credit insurance (also formerly known as

“debtor insurance,” “export credit insurance,” and/or

“accounts receivable insurance”) is designed to protect

your cash flow by insuring that your company’s

accounts receivable get paid.

Is Trade Credit Insurance Right for You?

Trade Credit Insurance is used by businesses of all

sizes, both domestic and international. It can also be

used to help secure financing and working capital with

banks, explore new markets with confidence, and

attract new customers with favorable credit terms.

How Trade Credit Insurance Policies Work

1. Agreements on credit terms

In most cases, you would establish a “buyer rating”

as a guide to support your willingness to extend

credit to customers. Such diligence helps you avoid

extending credit to potentially risky customers and

helps strong customers get better/more favorable

credit terms.

Trade credit insurers similarly rate your company’s

customers to assess whether the risk is deemed

insurable and on favorable terms.

So, when this insurance is purchased, both you and

your trade credit insurer will continuously monitor

the financial health of your customers/potential

customers, applying a risk rating. That assessment

(i.e., credit worthiness rating) is designed to help

determine how likely your customers are going to

pay invoices on time or potentially default. It

provides guidance on how much of your

company’s exposure the trade credit insurers are

willing to insure.

A policy is issued and premium paid, just like any

other executive liability contract.
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Trade credit insurance is designed to protect your cash 

flow by insuring that the company’s accounts receivable 

get paid. 
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2. Establish payment parameters

A major part of the underwriting process is when

you and the insurers discuss, and mutually

establish, the credit worthiness of your customers.

Trade credit insurers are usually eager to share

their analysis and expertise based on regular

trading reports and sector analysis – all designed

to help prevent you from suffering defaults;

however, conflicts may arise when there is

disagreement on credit worthiness ratings. All

customers are categorized by size, amount of

credit extended to each, and payment history.

A mutually acceptable “payment matrix deadline”

is then established for your company’s customers.

Once the credit ratings and setting a “default

matrix” is done, the labor part of this begins. Post

binding, you, the insurer, and your broker establish

a regular schedule (i.e., weekly, bi-monthly, or even

monthly) to monitor and discuss whether any of

your customers breach the “matrix parameters”.

3. Deal with unpaid invoices

The coverage trigger question is “Were you not

paid within the established matrix guidelines?”

If the insurer offers “debt collection services” as

part of the insurance package, the trade credit

insurer starts debt collection procedures after

being advised of any default. In general, the insurer

first tries to recover the debt because the

customer may need extra time to pay or they may

want to renegotiate payment terms. If the debt is

not recoverable, e.g., if the customer went

bankrupt and the insurer is dealing with receiver

or liquidator on the insured’s behalf, the insurer

should pay up to 90% of the debt in accordance

with the policy terms. The ideal result is you being

made whole, whether through debt collection

and/or your insurance payout.

*There are many moving parts. This summary is

only meant as an introduction of this coverage.
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Benefits of Trade Credit Insurance

It may be a requirement of management and/or a

great asset when seeking financing from banks that

you take a proactive stand in protecting their accounts

receivable from the risk of insolvency by purchasing

this type of insurance. Additional selling points for

considering purchasing this insurance include:

» Growing your customer base by offering potential

customers better credit terms

» Enhancing trade by providing confidence in

developing/expanding your market

» Guaranteeing cashflow and thereby enable

companies to build strong relationships with

suppliers

» Safeguarding customer relationships through

improved communication and enhanced credit

terms

» Improving your access to financing and banking

relationship

» Helping meet “risk management” requirements of

stakeholders and/or board

Another potential benefit of trade credit insurance is

using this as a tax-deductible business service;

however, this is an avenue that insurance brokers do

not deal with.

How many insurers write Trade Credit Insurance?

In tough economic times, this specialty coverage is in

high demand. It is a very labor-intensive insurance since

the customer is subject to a full economic

underwriting review. Because of this, only a few

markets are willing and able to write this coverage.

Please reach out to Beecher Carlson if you are

interested in learning more about Trade Credit

Insurance.
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Contact Beecher Carlson for more information on Trade Credit Insurance.

This article is intended for informational purposes only. It is not a guarantee of coverage and should not be used as a substitute for an

individualized assessment of one’s need for insurance or alternative risk services, nor should it be relied upon as legal advice, which should only be

rendered by a competent attorney familiar with the facts and circumstances of a particular matter. Copyright Beecher Carlson Insurance Services,

LLC. All Rights Reserved.


